
Fall 2021, ECO 208LEC Intro to Envirnmtl Econ Section BHA
Instructor: Bhattacharjee, Sandipa (Primary)

University at Buffalo

There were: 20 possible respondents.
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(ECO 208LEC) She was very effective and explained the material well.
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 208LEC) Really straightforward teaching style
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

Question: Effective teaching 

(ECO 208LEC) Nothing at this time. 

(ECO 208LEC) Make the most of the communication 

(ECO 208LEC) easier quizzes 

Question: Course improvements 

(ECO 208LEC) I enjoyed the lectures and how the work of the course followed them. 

(ECO 208LEC) The organization of the lectures and overall the challenge 

(ECO 208LEC) I liked the homework content and how she used powerpoint slides to lecture instead of using a white board. She was always willing to
help

 

(ECO 208LEC) Very interesting, I feel like Ive retained much of the information learned 

Question: Course element found effective 
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